Foreword
These notes arose when we studied the systematic construction of higher dimensional generalized manifolds given by Bryant, Ferry, Mio and Weinberger [BFMW96] . The basis of this construction is the controlled surgery sequence. There were no doubts about its validity, yet complete proofs of the controlled surgery sequence appeared only later. This is one reason why we treat separately the 4k-dimensional construction by using the already established controlled surgery techniques, which can be given by appealing only to the final controlled sequence. Nevertheless, there are subtle choices of the 's and δ's in the infinite approximation process leading to nonresolvable generalized manifolds. Since surgery is the foundation of the theory, we review it, beginning with "geometric" surgery [Qui83], "bounded" surgery [FerPed95] , and finally "controlled" surgery [RanYam04] [PedQuiRan03]. We have omitted many details. It was our Anliegen to present fundamentals, e.g. the "Chapter 9" interpretation of surgery [Wall70], which immediately takes over, for instance to "bounded" surgery, once the bounded Hurewicz-Whitehead theorem, the bounded π − π-theorem, etc. have been established. We have included "bounded" surgery theory since among others it provides a proof of the canonical TOP-reduction of the Spivak fibration. Lspectra are of course, unavoidable -in particular L-(co)-homology and LPoincaré duality [Ran92] . One of the highlights of controlled surgery theory is the identification of controlled Wall groups with L-homology groups [Fer10] [PedQuiRan03] [PedYam03] [RanYam04] . For this purpose controlled algebraic L-theory is inevitable. This only partially appears in these notes, when we review material from [Qui83] . The Bryant-Ferry-Mio-Weinberger construction is somehow fundamental since it has led to the treatment of generalized manifolds as "manifolds" -in the sense that one can introduce transversality, embeddings, normal invariants, etc. A large part of the theory still has to be discovered. The greatest challenges are to find local models and to prove homogeneity. Our notes begin with a brief introduction of previous results concerning generalized manifolds. We would like to thank many experts with whom we discussed this topics, in particular Frank Quinn, Andrew Ranicki, and Masayuki Yamasaki. We also thank the referees who have provided several useful comments ad suggestions. Special acknowledgements are due to the Mathematisches Forschungsinstitut Oberwolfach which made it possible to organize a workshop on homology manifolds in 2004 and which enabled the authors to work on this project.
